1. Hereby presented freely: the PDF-File: "Diplomatic Passport" for the Per Stirpes CQV
(Cestui Que Vie) LLC (Live Life Competent) Agents and Representatives; Per Stirpes
Relative of the Decedent whereon the CQV Trust, reducible to the origin of the Per Stirpes
Relative of the Decedent, was established by the Trustee-State without informing the Per
Stirpes Relative of the Decedent.
2. The State has positioned itself as the Trustee and Beneficiary of the CQV Trust that is
reducible to the origins of the Per Stirpes Relative of the Deceased Afterbirth; the Decedent.
The living child was excluded from the CQV Trust and registrated under Maritime Law, to be
presumed: "Dead and lost at sea". The State became the Presumed Power of Attorney.
3. The Presumed "Dead and lost at sea"- living child was excluded from it's CQV Trust. The
Presumed Power of Attorney decides in a political manner, how the presumed scarcity
"benefits" the excluded living child. All is owned by the Presumed Power of Attorney.
Therefore all in life became: presumed.
4. Now the time has come to do justice to the excluded living child that was registered "Dead
and lost at Sea".
5. The then living child is now of age of majority and will make itself known to the authorities
and the Presumed Power of Attorney; The now Principal of age of majority will rule it's CQV
Trust and ratify Live Life Competence and has: Durable Power of Attorney IN FACT;
6. Halt and correct the 'Dead and lost at Sea' status is not easy; only the "privileged" have
access to the right procedures; therefore the CQV LLC Agents and Representatives are now
being provided with their "Diplomatic Passport";
7. The values of the Kingdom of the Netherlands are the human rights; the values of the
national and international community are the human rights; the values of the CQV LLC
Agents and Representatives are the human rights;
8. The Principal of age of majority; is a full member of the natural national and international
community of men, women and children; secured en inviolable by the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights;
9. The Diplomatic Passport guides the CQV LLC Agents and Representatives; to free
admittance without let and hindrance to professional principal-agent services and as far the
owner of the passport chooses: every assistance; fiduciary principal-agent service of his/her
choosing; security and protection, which may be necessary.
10. A Birthright is not a privilege but a security for the inviolability of man and woman and
child and nature.

11. The Diplomatic Passport ratifies the inviolability of the CQV LLC Agents and
Representatives.
12. The Diplomatic Passport asks all authorities, authoritatives and officials, to co-operate
with the Durable Power of Attorney In Fact of the CQV LLC Agents and Representatives.
13. The Diplomatic Passport is present; for the Presumed Power of Attorney instructs all the
authorities, authoritatives and officials to withold the entitlements to the CQV LLC Agents
and Representatives.
14. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights is being invoked, to halt and correct the
improper and unacceptable expropriation and exclusion of the Live Life Competent CQV
LLC Agents and Representatives, who all have the Durable Power of Attorney IN FACT.
........
The Cestui Que Vie (after)birth trust is I N D I V I D U A L and it's main asset is: T I M E.
The time that passed without informing the Per Stirpes Relative of the Decedent whereon the
CQV Trust was established. The CQV LLC Agents and Representatives charge the decedent's
trust: F E E T I M E E Q U I T Y (F T E).
.......

